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We present coding algorithms of certain Goppa codes which are given by Galois extensions of 
the projective line by using the action of the corresponding Galois group. 
1. Int~oduetion 
In this paper we want to present coding algorithms of certain Goppa codes (see 
[3]) which are given by Kummer and Artin-Schreier extensions of the projective 
line. We use the language of algebraic function fields [l]. A description of Goppa 
codes in this language is given by Stichtenoth 151. 
Let k be a finite field with q elements and let E be an algebraic function field in 
one variabIe of genus g whose field of constants is k. 
For given distinct prime divisors 13a,‘$1, . . . , ‘13, of degree I in E and for a given 
integer a we introduce the Goppa code C(a‘$&,Pt + *** +‘!&): Let fz~(@I?e-- 
(‘Q1 + a.. +‘$,)) be the k-linear space of differentials w on E whose divisor (o)~ 
satisfies (o),la?30-(!$3i+ I)** +Vn). 
The Goppa code C(aQ,, Fpi + +s. +q,) is the image of the k-linear mapping 
mfP,, . . . . q3,):n,(a%-m+ **. +13,))-k”, 
co ++ (resg, (o), . . . , resp,(cO)). 
We recall that the residue resV,(cu) of w at Cpi s given by the expansion of w with 
respect to a local parameter f of ‘$3,: Let LO = ( C,“= _ 1 a,f”)df with CI, E k, then 
resPi (0) = CI_, . 
We assume that a> 2g- 2. 
Then the Riemann-Roth theorem implies that L?E(a~o> = 0, thus res(‘p,, .. . , $3,) 
yields an isomorphism of sZL7(aQo-(p1 + ... +p,)) onto C(a!&,,p, + ... +Q,,). 
In the case that E is the rational function field k(x) this code can be described 
easily: 
Let p. be the prime divisor corresponding to l/x and let pi (j = 1, . . . , h) be distinct 
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prime divisors corresponding to x - Xj, Xj E k. Then 
f?q,,@Po-ah + ... +PhN 
P(x) = 
n;=, (x-xj) 
dx 1 P(x)ek[x], degP(x)%h-b-2 
I 
. 
If o =f(x)dx, then the last statement is an immediate consequence of the facts that 
(dx),(,, = -2P, and that f(x) has only poles at xi for j = 1, . . . , h. 
The residues are given by 
P(x) 
> 
P(x;) 
resPt 
nf= 1 (Xpxj) 
dx = 
nj+i (xl-xJ)' 
Hence we have a complete description of C(bp,, p1 + ... + ph). 
It is the aim of this paper to reduce coding and decoding for Goppa codes 
C(alpo, VP1 + *.a + 13,) of function fields E to coding and decoding for codes 
C@Po, PI + .a. + ph) of the rational function field k(x). We perform this for 
Kummer and Artin-Schreier extensions of k(x). Special examples for these are 
elliptic function fields over fields of any characteristic. Elliptic codes over finite 
fields of characteristic 2 are treated by Driencourt and Michon [2]. 
2. Kummer extensions 
Let E= k(x,y) be defined by the equation yr= ng= 1 (X-Xj) with YE N, 
q=l modr, SUN, gcd(s,r)=l,x ,,..., X,E k (xi#xi if i#j). E/k(x) is a Galois ex- 
tension with cyclic Galois group (0) of order r. a(y) = <u, where r is a primitive 
rth root of unity in k. 
The arithmetic of E is well known (see [4]): The prime divisors p. (corresponding 
to l/x) and Pj (corresponding to x_Xj, j= 1, . . . ,s) of k(x) are ramified, 
PO=430,...,Ps=m, in E. The different of E/k(x) is 
Q,,(X) = (r - l)(‘po + 7-6 + ... + VP,). The Hurwitz genus formula 
2g - 2 = - 2r + deg Z!)‘E,k(xj yields g = +(r - l)(s- 1). We assume that there are n + 1 
prime divisors of degree 1 in E with n~2g. The Riemann hypothesis for curves 
yields a bound n 5 q + 2gq”‘. It is not known in general if this upper bound for n 
can be reached. A prime divisor in k(x) with relative degree 1 in E/k(x) is either 
ramified or completely split. Therefore we get the following list of prime divisors 
of degree 1 in E: 
and 
130,131, . ..T $3, (as above) 
Qs+j,a(?3s+j)v-..,G '-'(&+j) for j= 1, . . . . 7. 
Let Pstj be the prime divisor of degree 1 in k(x) with 
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P ,+j=Y.%+j+ePs+J+ e-f + ~r’-‘(&+~) in E. 
We choose an integer a with 
2g-2=(r- l)(s- l)-2<a<n 
and consider QE(a13e-(13r + *be +$J,+V,+r + **. + u’-‘(&+~,Q-~,))). 
Each differential w on E can be written uniquely in the form 
r- 1 
OJ = c YiCOSPE,k(x)(4 
i=O 
with differentials wi on k(x). 
C~sp~,~r~~ denotes the cotrace of a differential. For the corresponding divisors 
we have the formula 
(Cos~~,k(~j (Q~))E = ConormE,k(,j ((wi )k& + %/k(X) (see [ 11). 
We want oi to be elements of Q2,,,,(bipo - (pi + a*. + psi (n sj,T)) for certain integers 
bi . 
Lemma 2.1. Let bj be an integer with bir>a- r+ 1 + is, then 
y’CospE,I((x)SZk(x)(biPO-(~~ + ... +P,++,)/,)) 
~QE(a730-(% + ... +~‘-‘R$+r,~,j,,))). 
Proof. If (~i)~(~)~bi~~-(~, + ... +P.~+~~-~)A then 
(COSP~,/((~,(W;))E>(~;~+~- 1)130-PIG + a.1 +~(T’-1(13,+(,-s& 
Since (Y)~=$$ + ... +%-.sCp,, we get 
(Y’CospE,k(x)(wi))E~(bir+r- 1 -M.%-(13t + ... +o’-‘(13,+~,~,~,)). 
This proves the lemma. ii 
Remark. The proof of the lemma shows that for i= 1, . . . ,r- 1 the differential 
_~‘Cosp,,,~,,(o~) has no poles at VI, . . . , VP,. 
Now we choose b, as small as possible and get 
Proposition 2.2. Let b;=-[(-a+r-l-is)/r] for i=O,...,r-1, then 
Q&?30-@Pi+ *‘* +o’-V&+,,-,,,,))) 
rp I 
= Jo .Y’Cosp E/&~(~)(~;Po-(PI + ... +~s+(n-S),A). 
Proof. The definitions of bi (i = 0, . . . , r- 1) show that b;r>a-r+ 1 +is. We can 
apply Lemma 2.1 and it is therefore enough to prove the formula 
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= ,so dh$4(,)@~po- (PI + ... + Pi++&). (1) 
The Riemann-Roth theorem yields that 
dim~Q&?3~ - (13, + ... + or- ‘(?3,++,,,,))) = dim(U), 
where U is the divisor (dx)E-a~O+$J, + *.. ~a~~‘(~~+(~_~),,.). 
Sincen-a>O, wegetdegU>2g-2and hencedimU=degU+l-g=n-a+g-1. 
Thus, 
diq$&Wo-(PI+ . ..+~r-l(~s+(n--S).T)))=n-a+ 2 
(r-1x- 1) _ 1 
. (2) 
On the other side we get from the definitions of 6, and from - 1 <a< n that 
bj> - 2 and s + (n - S)/T - b; - 12 0. The explicit description of 
QQx,(hPo-(PI + ... +Ps+t(n~s)A 
(see Section 1) yields that 
n-s 
dim&%rX@;po-(pt+ ... +P,+~,~,)A=~+ __ -b,-1. 
r 
Now we evaluate 
;g; 6 I .;s I [ -“‘r-l-“1 _l)=na+ (r-1:(s-1) -1, 
Hence 
r-l 
c dimkQ;2,(,,(6,po-(p,+ ... +~~++~),~))=n-a+ (‘- 1y-1) - 1. (3) 
r=O 
The equations (2) and (3) prove (1). This completes the proof of the prop- 
osition. c7 
Proposition 2.2 gives us a method to reduce coding and decoding from E to k(x): 
Forj= 1, . . . . (n -s)/T let the prime divisors ps+j correspond to X-x,+j with Xs+j E k. 
Let Cxs+j9 s+j y ) be the point on the curve yr = n”, =, (x-xh) which corresponds to 
13,+j; Xs+j and Ys+j are the residues of x and y in the residue field of v,+j. Since 
‘Q,+j is not ramified and has degree 1, yS+) is a non-zero element in k. The point 
(xs+j, i-‘Ys+j) belo ngs to a’(l3s+j) for each i=O, . . ..r- 1. 
Let ~~Q&?30-O.$ + ... +~‘-1(13,+~,-,~h >)I, then OJ = ElIi Y’C~~PE~~~~~(~;) 
with ~JAE Q&&PO - (pl + ... + P~+(~-~)A. 
We use this representation of o to evaluate the residues at each prime divisor. 
(a) The ramified primes 13j, j = 1, . . . , s: Since yiC~~pE,k(xj(~i) has no pole at ‘$.J, 
for i= 1, . . . . r - 1 (see the remark to Lemma 2.1) and since 
res~,(CospE/k(,)(oo)) =r. res,bOll 
Goppa codes 
we get 
resQ,(w) =r. resp,(wO). 
(b) The decomposed primes Q,+j, j= 1, . . . , (n -s)/r: We get 
rm 1 
resg,+,b) = C _d+Jresv5+,(wi), 
I=0 
. . . 
rm I 
rfw(psJ~) = C (r-hu,+,>‘resu,+,(oj>, 
i=o 
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(5) 
. . . 
r-1 
res,+ ‘(13,+,)(a) = C (i-“- ‘)ys+j)‘resVJ+,(cui). 
,=o 
Remark. The residues of o ,, . . . , co,_ I at the primes pj, j= 1, . . . ,s, have no in- 
fluence on the residue of o at ‘QJ. For i= 1, . . . , r- 1 we therefore change 
SZk,,)(bjpo - (pt + ... + ps+(n msj,r)) by the following isomorphism: 
GqX)@iPO - (Pl + ... +Ps+(n-S)/T))~S2k(x)((bi-S)PO-(Ps+1+ ... +Ps+(nM)/A 
Since a>(r- l)(s- l)-2 we have bj-s> -2. 
Proposition 2.3. Let CO = ciid y’Cosp E,k(xj(~i). The linear mappings in (4) and (5) 
yield a k-isomorphism of k” onto k”, where 
(res,,W0h . . . 9 res,,+ ,,.,(~o), res,+ ,WI), . . . , resp,+,,, y,,rW- IN 
is mapped to (rest,, . . . , res,r y\~,+~, ,,,,,(w)). 
Proof. The matrix of the linear mapping (5) is ((r-hY,+j)i)h,i_O,.,.,,~ 1 whose deter- 
minant is flacb ([-b_Ys+j - [-“ys+j). Since ys+jZO, the mapping (5) is an isomor- 
phism. q 
Using Proposition 2.3 we see that coding is easy. The minimal distance of the code 
C=CWP0,%+ *.. +~r~l(%+(,-,~A is at least a-2g+2=a-(r- l)(s- 1)+2 
(see [5]). One can now use Proposition 2.3 for decoding: Suppose the transmission 
of a code word of C causes an error of weight smaller than +(a - 2g + 2). We apply 
the linear mapping of Proposition 2.3 to evaluate the ‘received components’ from 
the received word. The error weight in the components are also smaller than 
+(a - 2g + 2). Hence we search for all the component codewords (the residues of cer- 
tain oo, G,, . . . , &,_ ,) with distance at most +(a-2g+ 2) from the ‘received com- 
ponents’ in each code Cj= C(bipo, pr + ..a +P~++~),,.). Then we use again 
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We present coding algorithms of certain Goppa codes which are given by Galois extensions of 
the projective line by using the action of the corresponding Galois group. 
1. Int~oduetion 
In this paper we want to present coding algorithms of certain Goppa codes (see 
[3]) which are given by Kummer and Artin-Schreier extensions of the projective 
line. We use the language of algebraic function fields [l]. A description of Goppa 
codes in this language is given by Stichtenoth 151. 
Let k be a finite field with q elements and let E be an algebraic function field in 
one variabIe of genus g whose field of constants is k. 
For given distinct prime divisors 13a,‘$1, . . . , ‘13, of degree I in E and for a given 
integer a we introduce the Goppa code C(a‘$J0,P31 + 11’ +‘!&): Let Q&z$$-- 
(‘Q1 + a.. +‘$,)) be the k-linear space of differentials w on E whose divisor (o)~ 
satisfies (0)~1 ag0 - (!$3, + ..* +Vn). 
The Cnnno nnAo PfAU ST’2 I III IQ~ \ ;r the ;m~na nf the L-line~v m.ann;nn 1 IAL uvppa L”UC L(U y(), y1 1 , yn, IJ LllL ill,Ufib “1 Lllb rL-I11ILu1 “Lcrpp”‘~ 
mfP~, . . . . SP,):~,o%-m+ **. +?.$I))-+k”, 
co ++ (resg, (o), . . . , resp,(cO)). 
We recall that the residue resV,(cu) of w at Cpi is given by the expansion of w with 
respect to a local parameter f of ‘$3,: Let LO = ( C,“= _ 1 a,f”)df with CI, E k, then 
resPi (0) = CI_, . 
We assume that a> 2g- 2. 
Then the Riemann-Roth theorem implies that L?E(a~o) = 0, thus res(‘p,, . . . , $3,) 
yields an isomorphism of sZL7(aQo-(p, + ... +p,)) onto C(a!&,,p, + ... +Q,,). 
I- Al__ __^^ AL-r P :- -I_- __._‘*-__,-l c__~.+-. L--13 IL..\ rl . . _I_ ~~ 
111 LIIC ~abc LII~L c is ~11e rdwndl runLtion rlela K(x) rms coae can be described 
easily: 
Let pO be the prime divisor corresponding to l/x and let pj (j = 1, . . . , h) be distinct 
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For j= I, . . . . (n -s)p let the point (x~+~, y ,,) correspond to (ps+j. Then 
(xs+jyYs+j- i) corresponds to a’(!Qs+j) for each i = 0, . . . ,p - 1. 
Let ~EQ~(~~~-(Q~+ 1.. +c+-~(Q s+(n~s~~p))), then 0 = Cyid Y’Cosp,/k(x,(ui) 
with (“-)i E Qk,x,(biPo - (PI + ... + P~+(cs~I))). 
We get: 
(a) For ?s/, j= l,..., s, 
resQ,(o) = - resp,(ac)p_ 1). 
(b) For g,+j, j= 1, . . . , (n -s)/'P, 
P-1 
(6) 
P-1 
resdJ(v~+,)(u)= C (Ys+j-h)ires,~~,(uj), 
i=o 
(7) 
P-1 
resd-~(\p~+,)(u)= C (Ys+j-(P- l))ires,5+,(~j). 
i=o 
Remark. The residue of oo, . . . , wp-2 at Pi, j = 1,. . . ,s, have no influence on 
resv,(w). As in Section 2 we consider for i = 0, . . . ,p - 2 the isomorphisms 
Qk(x@iPo- (PI + *** +Ps+(n~s)/p))-'nk(x)((bi-s)PO-(Ps+l+ '*' +Ps+(nps)/p)) 
0, ++ 8,=U~,~l (X-Xj). 
Proposition 3.2. The linear mappings (6) and (7) yield an isomorphism of k” onto 
k”, where 
((reSp,~,(~0),...,reSp,+,,,~,~,,,(~p-2),re~p,(~p~I),...,re~p,+,, ,,,(u,-,)) 
is mapped to (resv,(uu), . . . res,/l I(~,+,,, (, Jw)). 0 
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